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Slum fires in Manila – evolving conflict between
urban poor and private property owners
by Nina Johnen

On April 11, 2011 a disastrous fire in an informal slum settlement in Quezon City, Manila, broke out.
Injuring 15 people, leaving 10.000 homeless and causing open violence between slum inhabitants and
city officials, this fire has been only one out of numerous, but in the extent of human tragedy the most
dramatic in recent years. This article gives an outline of the political conflict that has been evolving
around these mostly illegal slum settlements, and attempts to show how the basic lack of housing in
the Philippine capital can become a source of human rights violations.
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1) The Initiatives for Dialogue and Empowerment through Alternative Legal Services (IDEALS), see for more information: http://ideals.org.ph.
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IPON starts its presence in northern mindanao
Having conducted a pre-study in Northern Mindanao, IPON is glad to open its office in the Philippines south. The farmer’s
organisation “Don Carlos Bukidnon United Farmers Association Inc.” (DCBUFAI) requested IPON in May 2011 to observe
the human rights situation. Human rights defenders associated with DCBUFAI are struggling to achieve a fair distribution
of land ownership granted through the “Certificate of Land Ownership Award” for land they have tilled for more than
two decades and which is now awarded legally through the state-led agrarian reform act. Meanwhile Southern Fruits
Products Inc. intends to expand their pineapple fields in the area of Don Carlos. The land conflict is therefore less defined
as a struggle between landowner and farmers but as a toilsome struggle between farmers and a multinational business
group that is politically influential. In order to create an atmosphere of eye-level cooperation as a pre-condition for the
work of the human rights defenders of DCBUFAI, IPON is dedicated to establish its presence in Bukidnon and thereby
facilitate and enable human rights observations to take place and hopefully contribute to achieving sustainable peace.
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